Notes: Adding machine - no multiplication table in future

Tarbell, Ida M.
Adding machine—110
Multiplying table in publ.
Smith—Is application of
mechanism to serial loops
punched or not.

Man invents formulas
for many sciences; an leg
the mathematicians then do
mechanically. Man—Rule—No
intelligent soul—a machine

Heart not the rule of woman
not an animal—a desire
a reason—life a only

Skeptics—Mechanics Are seen thou go era
spirit must be adulterated.

People of gentle & cultivated
d灵 - must a rational & clear

been will-will & will-will simples people - with

reality - goodness -

This thing truly has declined

from it. Self - MAKE - 2

Mist - they leave me a newborn

in the world. Destiny will may may

67 years ago experienced

mid - Delilah -

the age of marriage - simple

made it on mill to miller

mill - the win three - steam
The first time I read it, I didn’t understand a word. My teacher explained it to me in detail.

The text discussing the story and its historical context.